Food interaction pharmacokinetic study of cordaflex 20 mg retard filmtablet in healthy volunteers.
The aim of the present study was to investigate the effect of food consumption on the pharmacokinetics of Cordaflex 20 mg retard filmtablet in healthy volunteers through measuring nifedipine plasma levels by an HPLC-ED method both after fasting and food ingestion. The food interaction pharmacokinetic study of Cordaflex 20 mg retard filmtablet was carried out in 12 healthy male volunteers treated with a single dose of the preparation both after fasting and after food ingestion, in a crossover design allowing 1 week of wash-out period between the 2 treatments. Nifedipine concentration of plasma samples were determined by an isocratic HPLC-ED method [Horvai et al. 1994] with robotic sample processing [Horváth et al. 1995, 1996]. The pharmacokinetic parameters (AUC0-infinity, AUC0-t, Cmax, MRT) were analyzed by calculating 90% confidence interval for logarithmic transformed test/reference ratio values, and Schuirmann's statistical tests, the tmax and HVD values were analyzed by Wilcoxon's nonparametric statistical test. The above statistical tests of the present food interaction study indicated significant differences for each one of the respective pharmacokinetic parameter pairs calculated for treatments after fasting and after food ingestion. On the basis of the above findings and also by comparing the mean pharmacokinetic curves, it was evident, that, in agreement with the data of literature [Kleinbloesem et al. 1993, Schall et al. 1994], food ingestion increased the relative bioavailability and maximum plasma concentration (Cmax). Considering the average of the parameter values and also the respective statistical tests, it was also apparent that the time to maximum plasma concentration (tmax), the mean residence time (MRT), and the half-value duration (HVD) all decreased significantly upon the effect of food ingestion.